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Women are complex creatures and if we would be honest with ourselves we could admit that we put

the men in our lives through the ringer. We cry when we're not sad, laugh when nothing is funny,

and will tell you off at the drop of a dime when we feel attacked. We want to be independent and say

that we don't need anyone when in actuality we do.Enter in the man that God has for you. He

comes at a time when you are broken and not wanting to be loved. You put him through things he

never imagined he would go through but his heart for God allows him to stand strong with

everything in him. He's not scared of a challenge instead he welcomes it as he literally has to Love

the Hell Out of You!
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This is a four Author book. I found some books to be better thought out then others. It was

interesting to see how each person took the topic and made it their own. Different perspectives, but

the same outcome

I gave this two stars because it wasn't really my style as far as books go. I had a problem with the



first story, the grammar was so poor. There was a lot of "gone" used instead of going. Drove me

nuts! LOL. There were also a lot of errors in the book. I finished it, but couldn't wait to finish it. I

didn't want to feel as though I gave my 99 cents to purchase the book away.

These books are extremely inspirational! With every book there was a new challenge, but no

challenge is to big for God. They taught me to depend on him for everything I need in life. They are

definitely a must read!!!

Mrs. Boone's writing is Always uplifting with a positive message and withOUT editing issues.

Furthermore, I enjoyed Miss Pollard-Mann"s writing style, as well as her message on 'Redemption'.

However, I was Greatly & Gravely disappointed with the poor writing skills of both Jenica J. & K.

Renee-it was Horrible! Both stories felt rushed and the storylines seemed disconnected. It was as if

they (Both) missed out on capitalizing on a really good plot & teachable moment, in their individual

stories. The writing felt juvenile, in my opinion-this book was a Total and Utter disappointment (with

the exception of Mrs. Denora B. & Miss Mann). Thankfully, it was FREE through 'Kindle Unlimited'

because it was completely unsatisfactory.......I was dissatisfied, especially with the many typos & not

taking the time to properly edit and proofread (which is a MUST in 'Writing 101'). I don't like to leave

such a negative review, but I wanted to give 'My' honest assessment & opinion for "would be

buyers" of this book and it was just Not a good read to me (well, 2 out of the 4 )..........

Very good book. I enjoyed the four different stories and they kept me turning each page, anticipating

more. This book blessed me in many ways, God has a plan for all of our lives.

I really enjoyed reading this. This was a Very relatable Christian story. Some editing issues but

didn't take away from the story. Kudos to the authors.

This was my first time reading faith based romance. It certainly won't be my last. I found each story

well written a message within. My only request is PLEASE edit before marketing.

The stories were good, however, there were so many typographical and grammatical errors, I had a

hard time deciphering some of the contexts. I strongly suggest proofreading.
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